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ABSTRACT

I

The article presents the morphotectonic mapping on the pattern of the
Caucasus. Morpho structure is the main
objeot of this map. Proposed method
allows to solve the main tasks of
morphotectonic mapping.

I

The morphotectonics studies the relation of relief of
Earth's ,surface with teotonic and deep structure of the
Earth's orust. The objeot of morphotectonics is to study the morphostructures, which. are the volume geological-geomorphological £or.mation, i;e. the synthesis of
geomorphological forms and tectonio structures. Morphotectonio mapping is based on those that the relief of
Earth's surfaoe reflects the bedding-block structure of
Earth's orust. Morphostructure is' element~ oell of
morphotectonic map. Eaoh morphostructure consists of
three elements determined it: outside (ground) form present reli~f of Earth's surface; inside (structure)
form - tectonio struoture; content - material oomposition. Just the elements of morphostruotures are the obJeot of morphoteotonio mapping. Cartographieal reflect
of object (morphostruoture) is one of the main problems
in geomorphological researches. The main purpose of morphotectonic map is to reflect the relation of geological
structure and geomorphologicalsurfaoe as an integral
system. It is known that legend for map is the classification of different properties of object (morphostructure) in aocordance ",ith scale and aim. The main properties of morphostruotures which is to be neeessary to
reflect on middle scale morphotectonic maps are follo153

v.ings: morphologica.l hOlDogeneity (dirJension ,altitude ,
order,area,geometrical form), sign (direction moves),
definite type conformite of surface v,ith tectonic
structure, age, degree of connection form of relief
and deep structure of the Earth's crust, material COillposition ,limits, etc. A method offered by us for compiling of morphotectonic map V.as approbation on the
;O::ajor CauCasus. The method consists of two stages of
v,ork.
stage 1 - expose of morphostructures.
The first stage is devided in two sUbstages: prefield
and field. Prefield substage includes: A) qualitative
recognition and marking out of contours of morphostructures on topographic maps and space photographies.
For this it is necessa~ to collect the standart
indications of interpretation of lineaments and morphostructures on space pnotographies 1geometric ~ drawing of representation and optical-chaDge of phototone)
of researcn region. Usually the lineaments (photoline
formation of the Earth's crust marked out on space
photographics) correspond to fractures and it is the
natural limits of morphostructures. The lineaments of
different direction and genesis will be interpretated
with the aim of expose of morphostructures of Azerbaijan. The analysis of planned disposition of lineaments
allowed to reveal a definite net of regularly oriented lineaments (sublatitudes, submeridionals, diagonals direction). A general scheme of lineaments and
mo~hostructures was worked out in result of interpretation of different scale space photographies.
B) morphological (morphometrical and morphographical)
analysis of morpnostructures. liorphometric (quantitative) analysis of morphostructures is necessary beca154
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use the change of quantitative characteristics is the
indicator of liIorphostructures. In other v,ords, spatial
distribution choosed sections of Earth's crust is
studied through their quantitative (morphometrical)
and. qualitative (morphographical) characteristics:
altitude, area, horizontal and vertical dissection,
steepness of slopes, design of h;ydrographical system,
complication, etc. The analysis is based on interpretation of topographical maps, space photographies and
spatial-statistical processing of relief, allov,ed to
determine the most reliable limits of morphostructures
and their quantitative difference. In prefield substage it is also necessary to attract the geologicogeophysical materials v.iththe aim to confirm exposed
on geomorphological indications of lineaments (order,
kinematics). As a result prefield analysis is prepared
the scheme on ,;hich finds reflection preliminary data
about disposition exposed geomorphological forms and
tectonic structures, supposed limits and age of morphostructures.
Field substac;e. :.. orphometric schemes made on the basis
of topographical Llaps and space photographies give
enoue;h information abo1.<t the r.~or:pholocical peculiarities of wOrl)hostrv.ctures. Therefore the field geomorl,holoCical investiGation in :Jor?hotectonic ruappine cO::Jes to minim"Lcm. On the \".hole tv.o tasks are
solved in the field: confirr.Jation of conformity of
c;eomorp:.;olo::;ical forms to tectonic structures; verification trusttv.orthin ess limits of morphostructures.
StaGe 2 - GeolOGico-geomorphological and geophisical
interllretatio!l of morphostructures.
On this st[cCe the stud;y of morphostructures and their
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relations with deep structure of Earth's crust attracts the geologico-geophisical materials. The conclusions on the formation, genesis and age of morphostructures,marked out on the morphotectonic map,
have been making. Such map can serve the basis f.or
distinguishing the perspective areas to search the
minerals. As a result final version of morphotectonic map is compiled (Fig.).
Morphotectonic structure and geodynamical regime of
Caucasus is stipulated by horizontal pressing of
lithospheric plates. Morphological reflection of
this process is the wide devolopment of overthrusts
and thrust faults in Azerbaijan. The main geomorphological peculiarity of mountain systems of Caucasus is the stepped structure and asymmetricality of slopes. The mountain systems consist of
longitudinal tectonic steps conform hypsometric
(morphological) layers. steps are divided by gentle
thrust faults. So, the morphotectonic steps;
characterizing the main outlines of mountain
system, are the main object of mapping in this
work. This large morphostructures consist of;
morphological layer (outside form); tectonic
step (structure);and overthrust-formation complex (content).
So, the method allows to solve the task of morphotectonic mapping - to marking out the morphostructures Of Caucasus by main genetic factor - active
block-fault and overthrust tectotlics.
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LEGEND OF i.• ORPHOTEXJTONIC SClr.l!!';E OF AZERBAIJAn'

!,(orphot'ect'onic st'eps:lilajor Caucasus (1-6) ;Kur depression (7-12) ;11:inor Caucasus (13-18).
FaUlts.Caucasian stretch:19-underthrust zones, root
of zone overthrustl20-overlap faults limited steps;
21-overlap faults complicated steps. Anticaucasian
stretch:displacementes of transforming type;2;;main faults. 24- epicentre of earthquakes ~ith
;; ,4~;\:~6. 25- mud volcanism
• Charact'erist'ics of morphot'ectonic steps is not'
given in legend, in order not overload in scheme
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